ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

21
Energy and resource efficient operation of water distribution networks (WDNs) relies on an 22 adequate choice of pressures at critical nodes within the network and an appropriate control of The polynomials in the numerator and the denominator can be then factorized using general algebra , where P (s)
in the complex ℜ(s) − ℑ(s) plane and such a graphical method of stability analysis is called 182 root-locus (Evans 1950 ). The steady-state gain of the transfer function in Eq. 2 equals b 0 /a 0 and 183 corresponds to the static gain of the valve/WDN system K (x) = dH d /dx at a given operation point.
184
As the gain increases these, hopefully originally stable, poles travel along the root-loci and, at 
195
It is also hypothesized that whilst the inertial response is a function of valve position, the transient
196
response is a function of the change of valve position, i.e. the rate of valve closure/opening.
197
Provided that the valve closes with a sufficiently small rate, i.e. dx/dt ≈ 0 the transient response
198
will be close to zero and the output will exhibit a predominantly inertial character, which is the inertial-oscillator model described above -oscillations superimposed on slow inertial response.
206
The transfer function of the Maxwell model between the force applied to mass m and the mass 207 position is as follows: coefficient α may differ from the original Toricelli's value of 0.5 (see Ferrante et al. (2014) ).
238
However it needs to be noted that the value of α in this study is likely to be different from the one in area at the end of the downstream pipe, i.e. DMA inlet (see Fig. 8 ).
246
The system is thus modeled as pressure-driven, not demand-driven. The demand-driven ap-
247
proach is not valid for dynamic systems because it reverses causality between flow and pressure.
248
In demand-driven approach often used in steady-state calculations the flow is forced and the nodal system of equations can be written as F(x, y) = 0 where
in which x denotes the valve position and
267
Dynamic model
268
The dynamic simulation model of the upstream and downstream pipe is composed of two n is the number of nodes in the conduit. In a short form these two ODEs can be written as 273 two characteristic equations: 
284
CALCULATION OF THE STATIC GAIN OF THE VALVE/WDN SYSTEM
285
It is argued in this paper that the static valve/WDN gain strongly depends on valve position, i.e.
The gain is low for large valve opening and increases gradually as the valve opening 287 is reduced. The increase in the value of the gain as the valve position changes from x = 80% to 288 x = 30% can be as high as 5 fold which presents a challenge for designing an effective controller.
289
Since valve position influences the flow, the plant gain is also dependent on flow, i.e. K = K (Q(x)).
290
As shall be shown below, for a PRV-controlled DMA under a constant H d we can determine a 291 unique relationship between x and Q and since Q increases as the valve is opened, K is high for low system of equations given in Eq. 5 we obtain:
T . By visual inspection we can see that the columns of F y are linearly 305 independent and thus F y is invertible with a non-zero determinant:
We can also see that F x has only one non-zero element F x (2) and thus in order to calculate
310
After applying a co-factor expansion with respect to row 2 and column 2 we obtain the following
which after substitution into Eq. 9 yields the following equation for the static gain of the valve/WDN 314 system displayed in Fig. 8 315
Static gain of an isolated PRV
318
Before we begin to analyze Eq. 11 let us first look at a simple case of an isolated PRV where 319 Q = const and H u = const and calculate the static gain of the PRV in this isolated scenario in which 320 the PRV has no interaction with the rest of the network. We can accomplish this task two-fold.
321
First, we can investigate a single valve equation, i.e. the second equation in Eq. 5
which can be rearranged to yield an explicit relationship for downstream head,
324
Differentiation of H d vs. x under the assumption that dH u /dx ≡ 0 and dQ/dx ≡ 0 yields
326 which shows that the valve gain is inversely proportional to the valve capacity K v in third power.
327
Although the term dK v /dx has some influence on the value of the valve gain, dH d /dx is most 328 sensitive to K 3 v , which shows that the change in the valve gain between low and high valve openings
329
(e.g. nonlinearity in the control system) is not so much a result of a hydraulic nonlinearity in the 330 valve but the fact that the valve capacity itself is low under low openings. We can also see that the 331 isolated PRV gain described by Eq. 13 is equal to the second factor in the connected valve/WDN 332 gain given by Eq. 11 demonstrating that the static gain of the valve/WDN system is a product 333 of interaction between the static gain of the isolated PRV and the hydraulic characteristics of the 334 WDN, specifically pipe resistances/conductivities and the pressure dependency coefficient of the 335 demand(s).
336
Another way of looking at the isolated PRV gain is through the elements of the matrix F y .
337
Under assumption that Q = const the elements in rows 1, 2 and 3 in column 4 of F y become 338 null and F y turns into a lower triangular matrix for which the determinant is a multiplication of 339 all elements along the leading diagonal (1 in our case) and F −1 y (2, 2) = 1/F y (2, 2) = −1. Hence,
340
dH d /dx = F x (2) and satisfies Eq. 13.
341
Gain of the PRV connected to the network and pressure dependency characteristics.
352
As shall be shown in numbers in the next section, this scaling function is always lower than the PRV connected to the network and the gain of the isolated PRV can be written as:
366 where p is a vector of parameters characterizing the hydraulic properties of the network, the valve,
367
and pressure-dependency of the demands. If we look at the first term in Eq. 11 we can see that 368 f (p) < 1 since R 1 , R 2 and K v are always greater than zero.
369
CASE STUDY
This manuscript began with a brief description of a real-life instability event which occurred in 371 a large-scale pressure control scheme installed in a WDN of one of the major cities in the UK. This 372 instability event shall be used here as a source of data for the case-study which aim is to test the 373 validity of the theoretical work presented above and to showcase via simulation the applicability of 374 the proposed remedy against instabilities for electronically controlled PRVs.
375
The instability event under study is shown in Fig. 2 consisting of two subplots. The top subplot
376
shows the outlet pressure p out from the PRV whilst the bottom subplot shows the valve position x.
377
The pressure set-point set at 0.65 bar is marked with a thick dashed line and the ±0.1 bar dead zone 378 between which the valve element is not actuated is shown with two horizontal thick solid lines.
379
In both subplots the time scale corresponds to the morning hours of the day where the instability km after which it starts dividing into a dense network of pipes feeding different DMAs in the city.
397
The PRV is controlled electronically by a PLC implementing a time-discrete proportional integral 398 derivative controller (PID).
399
The work presented in this section proceeds as follows. First, pipe resistances of the simplified 400 static pipe-PRV-pipe model from Fig. 8 effects of the gain compensator on the valve stability are then tested via dynamic simulation.
406
Valve capacity curve 407 The valve capacity curve was provided by the manufacturer and additionally calculated from 15- of Eq. 11 representing f (p) was split into three different individual terms:
three new terms f (p) can now be represented as:
f R 1 , f R 2 and f K v were plotted in Fig. 12 for α = 0.3 and α = 0.5. As shown, all three terms show a 512 stronger relationship vs. x for higher α values. We can also see that the most dominant parameter 513 is f K v , although the scaling effects of R 1 and R 2 become significant at higher openings. What this 514 means is that if, i.e. R 1 or R 2 are increased the gain value at lower openings will remain similar 515 whilst the gain reduction at larger openings shall be higher. The overall scaling factor f for α = 0.3 516 and α = 0.5 was plotted in thick solid and thick dashed line respectively. As explained earlier using
517
Eq. 14 the scaling factor is always less than unity.
518
Control loop structure
519
The valve/WDN control loop structure (see Fig. 13 ) and controller parameters are as follows.
520
The valve with a known capacity characteristic described above is controlled with a time discrete correcting factor can then be calculated from the following formula.
544 where x is the actual valve position, x meas is the measured valve position and x t yp is the typical 545 valve position for which the controller was tuned. If during operation of the control system the 546 valve position changes from x t yp to x, the gain, as seen by the controller, will theoretically remain 547 the same as for x = x t yp .
549
The above equation is valid if x meas ≈ x, i.e. we have an accurate measurement of valve position and
550
we have a perfect compensation model k (x) under all operating conditions. In practice, K const 551 since x x meas and the compensator model will never be perfect. However, in theory, assuming and the typical valve position x t yp = 50% for which the fitted polynomial curve (see Fig. 11 ) was 557 calculated to be:
k (x) curve was plotted in Fig. 14. The plot shows that the scaling function k (x) ≡ 1 for x = x t yp , 560 in our case x = 50% whilst k (x) < 1 for x < x t yp and k (x) > 1 for x > x t yp , thus maintaining the 561 plant gain at a constant value equal to K (x = x t yp ).
562
Valve/WDN simulation with and without static gain compensator 563 The purpose of the transient simulation described in this section is to recreate the instability PRVs is mainly a result of changing static plant gain and is not in any way caused by transients,
573
although an incoming pressure wave or change in demand can trigger the instability earlier if the 574 valve/WDN system is already operating close to instability. A similar simulation study was already 575 performed by Janus and Ulanicki (2017).
576
The simulations were performed on the simplified hydraulic model shown schematically in 
582
The control, actuation and sensing loop shown in Fig. 13 was modeled as follows. The dead- and maximum output limits at 10% and 80% respectively. The pipes were discretized such that an 588 appropriate ratio between the selected time step ∆t = 0.02 s and the spacial step ∆x was maintained 589 allowing proper capture of the characteristics at internal pipe nodes given the wave speed a. (see Fig. 2 ) where the valve lost stability at x = 30% and regained stability at x = 60%.
608
In the case with the static gain compensator in place (light solid line) we can see that the valve 609 did not oscillate at low flow since the gain compensation formula lowered the static gain such that 610 it didn't reach the critical vale for which the system becomes unstable. However, it has to be noted 
617
Even though we had a perfect compensation model we can see in the middle subfigure in Fig. 15 618 that the gain compensated valve/WDN system also begins to oscillate, albeit very slightly, between 619 1 and 1.1 hrs. It is suspected that these small oscillations are due to a limit cycle produced by 620 the nonlinearities in the control-loop, i.e. dead-zone, backlash, and 0.1s zero-order-hold. It is 621 suspected that the most significant nonlinearity at small openings is due to the backlash which,
622
having a fixed value of 0.8%, becomes proportionally large when the opening is small. Also, the 623 ±0.5m dead-zone might have contributed to pressure variations, since it is a well-known fact that 624 dead-zones in feedback control loops lead to limit cycles.
625
Based on the results of the above case study and the theoretical developments described in order to achieve similar compensation effects. This is the subject of the authors' current research.
644
In cases where a modification to the control loop cannot be made, the risk of instability can be Step response of the Maxwell model to a unit step in the input. 
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-
